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Government of West Bengal

WEST BENGAL HEALTH RECRUITMENT BOARD

Memo No. 612/WBHRB/Advt.(Notice)/2021

Date: 16.03.2022

INTERVIEWNOTICE FOR POST OFSTAFF NURSE (GNM),GRADE-II

Advertisement Number:R/Staff Nurse, Gd-1/12/2021 Dated:02.11.2021
In

continuation

with

the

previous

notice

vide

Memo

No

599/WBHRB/Advt.(Notice)/2021 dated 14.03.2022, attention is drawn to
the

following points

to the

candidates for the post of STAFF NURSE
(GNM), GRADE-II (Advertisement Number: R/Staff Nurse, Gd-11/12/2021

Dated: 02.11.20211).
1. Some candidates for the above

mentioned post have already been callec
for the interview during 23.03.2022 to 08.04.2022.
Remaining candidates
for the above mentioned post will be called for the interview on
and from

12/04/2022 to 19.04.2022.
2. The

Reporting

time and date of interview of the candidate for the
above
mentioned post will be as per call letter. Candidates are instructed
to report
on time. Candidate will not be allowed
to enter at the

mentioned in the call letter if
reporting time.
3.

reported

after

one

scheduled venue
hour of the scheduled

Candidates should bring two copies of complete set of call letter
at the time
of reporting for interview.
Kindly note that no candidate shall be permitted
in the Examination centre without
carrying print out of Call Letter

proof (in original) under any circumstances.
4.

Tel.

(Off.):

Candidates

91

are

and ID

requested to bring blue/black ball point pen.

Benfish Tower (1st Floor), GN-31, Sector V, Salt Lake City, Kolkata - 700091
Fax:
0080

33 2357 0085

+91Website
33 2357www.wbhrb.in
E-mail:wbhealthrecruitmentboard@gmail.com
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5. Mobile

phone, Laptop, Scanner,

for interview.
6. No

TA/DA will

be

camera etc. are not

allowed

at

the

venue

admissible.

7. Due to

Covid-19 Pandemic situation
candidates are requested to wear
mask mandatorily. No
entry will be allowed without wearing mask in
proper way.

8. The call

letter

can

www.wbhrb.in

be

downloaded through login from website

N.B

Please read all the instructions
of Call Letter carefully.

Kindly download the

call letter

on or

reporting to the interview venue.

before date and time of

Candidate need not carry any
original documents with them.
Candidate to keep their
personal

belongings to the open and
unguarded storage racks provided for the same. WBHRB
will not
be responsible for
any loss or damage for the same.

The

venue

will be mentioned in the call
letter.

Sd/Secretary & Controller of the Examinations
West Bengal Health Recruitment
Board

Benfish Tower (1st Floor), GN-31, Sector V, Salt Lake City, Kolkata -700091
Tel. (Off.): +91 33 2357 0085

Fax: +91 33 2357 0080
E-mail : wbhealthrecruitmentboard@gmail.com
Website www.wbhrb.in

